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ADDENDUM NO. 1 
 
 
February 16, 2022 
 
Title:  Package Tracking System 
 
RFP # H22-0002 
 
1. General 

This addendum revises RFP documents.  This addendum is issued to respondents of record prior to 
execution of contract and forms a part of contract documents and modifies previously issued 
documents. Insofar as previously issued contract documents are inconsistent with modifications 
indicated by this addendum, modifications indicated by this addendum shall govern.  Where any part 
of the contract documents are modified by this addendum, all unaltered provisions shall remain in 
effect. 
 

2. Addendum Acknowledgement Form 
Acknowledge receipt of this addendum in the space provided on the Addendum Acknowledgement 
Form.  Proposers must include the signed form with their response.  Failure to do so will subject 
Proposers to disqualification. 
 

3. Changes and Clarifications 
 
A. Proposal Due Date changed from 02/25/2022 by 2:00p.m. to 03/18/2022 by 2:00 p.m.  
B. Response to Proposer Questions received. 

 
4. Attachments  

 
A. Attachment A – Material Management Daily Package Tracking Log 
B. CCH Information Security Questionnaire Template (Excel File – File name:  CCH_Information-

Security-Questionnaire-A1).  The Excel file is attached to this pdf file.   
 
Note:  To open the file, Download, Save, and Open the file using Adobe. Expand the “Navigation 
Pane” on left window of the Adobe application and click the “Paperclip” icon to view the 
Attachment 
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Responses to Vendor Questions 
 

 Section of 
the RFP 

Question CCHHS Response 

1  "Please detail the following: 
*  Number of Drivers? 
*  Number of users that are 
engaged with truck loading, 
sorting, i.e., users that engaged 
with transaction entry? 
*  Number of 
management/administrative 
personnel who need to enter 
transactions? 
*  Number of delivery locations?" 

*Drivers – six (6) 
*Stroger Hospital 

• Receivers -five (5) 
• Administrative - six (6) 

Provident Hospital 
• Receivers – two (2) 
• Administrative – one (1) 

Cermak Health Center 
• Receivers – two (2) 
• Administrative – one (1) 

Stroger Hospital Delivery Locations 
• Inventory - 80 
• Non-Inventory – 100+ 

Provident Hospital Delivery Locations 
• Inventory - 20 
• Non-Inventory – 25 

Cermak Health Center 
Delivery Locations 

• Inventory - 20 
• Non-Inventory – 7  

 
*Sixteen (16) outlying clinics 

2 5 - Services 
Overview, 
Paragraph A 

How many individuals will receive 
packages off delivery trucks?  How 
many workstations for processing 
received items are needed?    

*Stroger Hospital 
• Receivers -five (5) 
• Workstations – Three (3) 

Provident Hospital 
• Receivers – two (2) 
• Workstations – One (1) 

Cermak Health Center 
• Receivers – two (2) 
• Workstations – One (1) 

3 5 - Services 
Overview, 
Paragraph E 

How many individuals will be 
involved in sorting packages for 
recipients? 

*Stroger Hospital 
• Receivers -five (5) 

Provident Hospital 
• Receivers – two (2) 

Cermak Health Center 
• Receivers – two (2) 
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 Section of 
the RFP 

Question CCHHS Response 

4 5 - Services 
Overview, 
Paragraph G 

How many mobile computers 
(delivery scanners) does CCH need 
for package delivery? 

Stroger Hospital 
• Three (3) 

Provident Hospital 
• Two (2) 

Cermak Health Center 
• Two (2) 

Drivers  
• Six (6) 

5 5- Services 
Overview, 
Paragraph H 

Does CCH currently use outside 
couriers or internal employee 
couriers to deliver tissue and 
biological items? Is this part of your 
regular delivery process or do you 
have a separate process for 
delivering these items? If so, please 
describe current process. 

Internal Employees 
 
Separate process for tissue delivery. 
 
Supply Chain Management (SCM) 
personnel receive the package by 
performing the receive package function 
in Automated dispensing cabinet for 
tissue and implant at the hospital 
Receiving Dock, complete the tissue and 
implant log form, and contact the 
Storeroom Clerk/Inventory Specialist to 
retrieve the tissue for delivery to the 
MOR and the Ophthalmology Clinic. The 
person releasing the item and the person 
receiving the item sign the tissue and 
implant log to maintain the Chain of 
Custody. The Storeroom Clerk/Inventory 
Specialist delivers the tissue to the MOR 
Automated dispensing cabinet for tissue 
and implant unit and the Ophthalmology 
Clinic and then performs the receive item 
function in Automated dispensing cabinet 
for tissue and implant Procedure Station 
and affixes the automated dispensing 
cabinet for tissue and implant label to the 
tissue package.   

6 Due Date 
(page 1) 

RFP states that due date for 
response packages are 2/25 at 2PM 
CST but there is also a mention of 
not earlier than 8AM.  Would CCH 
accept electronic and/or paper 
copies of the RFP earlier than 2/25, 
or only that specific day between 
those specific times? 

Yes, Proposal must be received before 
the due date. 
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 Section of 
the RFP 

Question CCHHS Response 

7 1.03 Can provide detailed information 
on what you are manually logging 
today when you receive a package?  
Can you provide a picture of the 
log? 

Please see forms attached. 

8 1.05 Is there a specific requirement you 
are looking for the tracking solution 
to manage related to tissue 
management and other biological 
deliveries?  Further details are 
greatly appreciated. 

 See 5 

9 1.06 Would it be beneficial to track 
route activity logging and mail 
center productivity related to 
receiving and delivering packages? 

Yes 

10 1.06 Do you want end users to have the 
ability to view packages received 
and obtain tracking information?  If 
so, how many users would need 
access? 

Yes – Needs to be accessible to hundreds 
of users at a minimum. 

11 1.08 Is the PO number in a barcode form 
internally or coming from the 
distributor and if so, what type of 
barcode? 

Currently the PO is not in a barcode 
format. 
Several vendors including our prime 
distributors are providing the ASN in a 
barcode format. 
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 Section of 
the RFP 

Question CCHHS Response 

12 1.08 What is the process today to 
reconcile a PO via line-item detail 
within Oracle (orders complete vs 
orders incomplete)? 

1. Receiving Clerk validates the item and 
quantity against what is listed on the 
packing list: If quantity is accurate, 
the clerk circles the number; if 
incorrect, a line is drawn thru the 
inaccurate number and the actual 
number is written next to it and 
circled. Finally, the clerk should sign 
or initial and date the packing list.  

2. Receiving Clerk completes receipt of 
only the quantity shipped in Oracle. 

3. Receiving Clerk marries the Receiving 
Delivery Ticket to the packing list and 
places packet with the items.  

4. Receiving Clerk delivers items to 
department during normal scheduled 
delivery route. 

5. Receiving Clerk obtains the signature 
of the person the packages are left 
with on the system generated 
Delivery Ticket. (If there is no one to 
sign for package(s), the item should 
be brought back to the dock. Follow-
up with a voicemail and/or email 
alerting the recipient that the 
package(s) has arrived and that an 
attempt to deliver has already taken 
place.)  

6. All signed copies of delivery tickets 
and/or packing list are placed in the 
envelope of receiving documents for 
that day along with the tracking 
number log. 

7. BOLs (Bill of Ladings) are stapled to 
the Daily Driver Log and filed each 
day.  
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Attachment A 
Material Management Daily Package Tracking Log 
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ADDENDUM ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM 
As required by the RFP, Proposers must submit this acknowledgement form with their response. One 
acknowledgement form per response, listing all addenda, is appropriate. 
 
 
Addendum No.:  _____ 
 
Addendum No.:  _____ 
 
Addendum No.:  _____ 
 
Addendum No.:  _____ 
 
Addendum No.:  _____ 
 
Addendum No.:  _____ 
 
 
 
Company Name: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Representative’s Name: ____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Signature:  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Date:    ______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
END OF ADDENDUM 



Overview



		Security Audit and Evaluation of E-discovery Vendor/Partner




		Overview



		The security audit tool provides an overview of the critical questions to ask when assessing the data security 
of an e-discovery vendor or partner, or when performing a self-analysis.



		The evaluation allows the assessor to determine the level of risk the organization may be assuming by engaging with the vendor or partner and to make suggestions to improve security practices and enhance the service provided.



		** All answers should be accompanied by supporting documentation for verification purposes. If you can not support your answer with the proper documentaion your score will be adjusted accordingly. 



		Instructions



		In each worksheet, complete only sections in green.  For Notes, enter text.  For all other sections in green, select from dropdown menu.



		For more detailed instructions, go to "How to Use"



		Summary of Ranked Results				(A) Raw Rank		(B) Ave. Weight w/in Section		(C) Weighted Rank w/in Section
[(A) * (B)]		(D) Weight for Each Section		(E) Raw, Weighted by Section
[(A) * (D)]		(F) Double Weighted
[(C) * (D)]

		Follow hyperlinks to go the underlying sections.



		A. General														This section is not ranked

		B. Security & Risk Management														Rank scale: 1-5 - 1= None; 2 = Poor; 3 = Average; 4 = Good; 5 = Excellent

				Averages:				1.00				1.00				

		C. Asset Security														Rank scale: 1-5 - 1= None; 2 = Poor; 3 = Average; 4 = Good; 5 = Excellent

				Averages:				1.00				1.00				

		D. Communications & Network Security														Rank scale: 1-5 - 1= None; 2 = Poor; 3 = Average; 4 = Good; 5 = Excellent

				Averages:				1.00				1.00				

		E. Identity & Access Management														Rank scale: 1-5 - 1= None; 2 = Poor; 3 = Average; 4 = Good; 5 = Excellent

				Averages:				1.00				1.00				

		F. Security Operations														Rank scale: 1-5 - 1= None; 2 = Poor; 3 = Average; 4 = Good; 5 = Excellent

				Averages:				1.00				1.00				

		G. Software Development Security														This section is not ranked

		Overall Averages														











				Created by: Jerry Pagell Network and Information Security Officer





































How to Use

		Security Audit and Evaluation of E-discovery Vendor/Partner




		How to Use



		•		The Audit and Evaluation is comprised of seven sections:

				A. General

				B. Security & Risk Management

				C. Asset Security

				D. Communications & Network Security

				E. Identity & Access Management

				F. Security Operations

				G. Software Development Security



		•		The Audit and Evaluation is color-coded:

				In the Green Cells enter your answers using the dropdown menu.  For notes, enter text in the note sections. 

				Cells that are light blue display the results of calculations performed based on information you entered into light green cells.

				Please answer each question ranking them from 1 - 5, with 5 being the optimal score. 



				Each section contains a series of questions to be completed.



				Each question contains a ranking.  Rankings range from 1(unacceptable) to 5(optimal).
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Business  Information

		Businesss Information

		Company Name









		Responder Name









		Responder Job Title









		Responder Contact Information











		Names and Titles of other contributers











		Date of Response









		Name of Holding Company (if applicable)









		How long has the company been in business









		Please Provide a Statement of Work.  Include a description of the scope, project, roles and deliverables.









		List the Applications/Services provided in this scope 























A - General

		Security Audit and Evaluation of E-discovery Vendor/Partner




		A. General

		Rank scale: Yes / No

		Select answer from pulldown menu

		Q.				Response		Q.		Notes

		A.01.		Does your company maintain any security or other specialized certifications (ISO27001, SOC or similar)? If so, please provide details on types and certification dates and please provide a copy of your most recent report, audit, or certification. 				A.01.

		A.02.		Do you map your processes and procedures to standards (e.g. NIST, CIS, HITRUST, ISO, CJIS etc.)? If so, please list which ones and provide the supporting documentation. 				A.02.







B - Sec and Risk Mgmt

		Security Audit and Evaluation of E-discovery Vendor/Partner



		B. Security & Risk Management



		Rank scale: 1-5 - 1= None; 2 = Poor; 3 = Average; 4 = Good; 5 = Excellent

		Weight:  Default = 1.00

		Q.				Rank		Weight		Weighted Rank		Q.		Notes

				Averages:				1.00		

		B.01.		Does your organization have documented Information Security Policies?  If yes, describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				B.01.

		B.02.		Is our (and our clients’) data segregated from other clients’ data on your networks and computers during its life cycle on your servers (including but not limited to: processing, review hosting, production, storage, and archiving)?  If so, describe how and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				B.02.

		B.03.		Do you have a management process in the event of incidents or breaches? Describe roles, responsibilites, and testing for incident response. Please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				B.03.

		B.04.		Does your organization have a policy for business continuity and disaster recovery? If so, how often is policy renewed and updated? Please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				B.04.

		B.05.		Do you remain up to date with system and security patches? If so, please describe, including frequency, analysis, testing, and approvals.  Please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				B.05.

		B.06.		For any data stored on your system that contains HIPAA information, Protected Health Information (PHI),  Personally Identifiable Information (PII), or Payment Card Industry (PCI) information, will it be maintained in a properly protected environment? (encryption, monitoring, role-based restricted access, etc.) as required by regulations? Describe all standards and systems currently in place to provide protected environments and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				B.06.

		B.07.		Do you have a client notification plan in the event of incidents or breaches? If so, describe when the plan is put into action anf provide the supporting documentation. 				1.00				B.07.

		B.08.		Does your organization maintain compliance with relevant security and privacy regulations?  (e.g. NIST, CIS, HITRUST, ISO, CFR, etc.).  If yes, describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				B.08.

		B.09.		Is there a formally documented privacy policy? If yes, describe and provide the supporting documentation. If no, explain reason.				1.00				B.09.

		B.10.		Does your organization have a policy that addresses Information Classification and asset handling? Please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				B.10.

		B.11.		If you are a cloud provider, are you registered on the Cloud Security Alliances’ STAR listing? If yes, describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				B.11.

		B.12.		Does your organization have a formal process to assess the risk of service providers? If yes, describe and provide the supporting documentation.  Describe the process and what area within your organization is responsible.				1.00				B.12.

		B.13.		Will you allow (upon notification) an inspection in order to ascertain compliance with applicable law, information security requirements, and non-disclosure agreements?				1.00				B.13.

		B.14.		Have you created remediation plans to address deficiencies in your audits?  If so, please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				B.14.

		B.15.		Do you have the ability to track and manage the investigations of incidents? If so, describe how you demonstrate you've investigated an incident and provide the supporting documentation. 				1.00				B.15.

		B.16.		Do your staff members have the ability to anonymously report an incident?				1.00				B.16.

		B.17.		If Web Portal Access is required to enter PHI or PII data into your system, is the web application a secure portal protected by SSL or other security measures?  Is this data encrypted in transit to the portal?  What security protocols are being used and what regulatory requirements are being followed?  Please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				B.16.

										0.00





C - Asset Security

		Security Audit and Evaluation of E-discovery Vendor/Partner



		C. Asset Security



		Rank scale: 1-5 - 1= None; 2 = Poor; 3 = Average; 4 = Good; 5 = Excellent

		Weight:  Default = 1.00

		Q.				Rank		Weight		Weighted Rank		Q.		Notes

				Averages:				1.00		

		C.01.		Do you have physical security in place to protect information assets in offices and other facilaties where information assets are stored or processed? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				C.01.

		C.02.		Is physical security present at all your data centers? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				C.02.

		C.03.		Do you have policies or programs in place to support the ongoing management of environmental controls (i.e. HVAC, fire detection and suppression, UPS testing, fuel/generator, etc.) for your offices/facilities and Datacenters? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				C.03.

		C.04.		Do you protect data at rest using encryption? If so, please describe, including information on each of the following: laptops, desktops, databases/applications, back-ups, removable media, portable devices (i.e. phones/handheld/tablets)?				1.00				C.04.

		C.05.		Does your company physically maintain its own data centers? Whether yes or no, please provide details about who maintains them and where they are geographically located.  Please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				C.05.

										0.00







D - Comm and Network Sec

		Security Audit and Evaluation of E-discovery Vendor/Partner



		D. Communications & Network Security



		Rank scale: 1-5 - 1= None; 2 = Poor; 3 = Average; 4 = Good; 5 = Excellent

		Weight:  Default = 1.00

		Q.				Rank		Weight		Weighted Rank		Q.		Notes

				Averages:				1.00		

		D.01.		Does your organization have encryption tools to protect confidential/personal information that is in transit over public networks?  If so, describe how these tools are used and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				D.01.

		D.02.		Is there a physical or logical network and server segregation that exists between client environments? If so, describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				D.02.

		D.03.		Do you have network security mechanisms in place (e.g., next-generation firewalls, IDS/IPS, etc.)? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				D.03.

		D.04.		Do you have monitoring (including log monitoring) regularly conducted on your network(s)? If so, describe systems and procedures that are used to identify data breaches or security risks. Please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				D.04.

		D.05.		Do you have an access control policy? If so, describe how it relates to access approvals, role-based access, principle of least privilege, segregation of duties, access reviews, and role changes or terminations.  Please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				D.05.

		D.06.		Do you have password policies and management procedures? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				D.06.

		D.07.		Do you have policies and procedures for anti-malware in your corporate and client environments? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				D.07.

		D.08.		Do you have wireless policies and practices as they pertain to access to corporate and client networks? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				D.08.

		D.09.		If electronic PHI/SPI will be transmitted or exchanged, does your company comply with standards such as those published in the NIST Special Publication 800-131A as it relates to encryption of data?  If so, please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				D.09.

		D.10.		Do you perform third-party network penetration and vulnerability testing? If so, please provide the suporting documentatio of results from your last third-party test. 				1.00				D.10.

		D.11.		Do partners or subcontractors access network systems? If so, please describe how. 				1.00				D.11.

		D.12.		Does your organization support TLS for email and data encryption?				1.00				D.12.

		D.13.		Is auditing enabled for all appropriate events (e.g., is a record of individuals who log into the system maintained)? If so, describe how long audit logs are archived.  Please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				D.13.

		D.14		For data transfer and storage (both within your company and externally), do you use cryptographic algorithms for protecting authentication credentials, remote access, data transmission, and data at rest?  If so, please provide the type of algorithms and the supporting documentation.				1.00				D.14

		D.15.		Does your firewall have defense capabilities such as anti-malware and deep packet inspection activated?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation. 				1.00				D.15.

		D.16		Does your firewall have Unified Threat Management (cloud-based aggregation of threats and countermeasures)?   If so, please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				D.16

		D.17		Do you maintain technical security around your network and server architecture? If so, please provide a high-level network and server diagram for a standard client environment.				1.00				D.17

		D.18.		Do you control data access by both end-users and privileged users? If so, describe. 				1.00				D.18.

		D.19.		Is there a physical or logical network and server segregation that exists between client environments and your corporate environment? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				D.19.

		D.20.		Do you use secure configuration standards for network and server infrastructure?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				D.20.

		D.21.		Do you have patch-management policies and practices? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				D.21.

		D.22.		Do you have change-management policies and practices? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				D.22.

		D.23.		Do you have Data Loss Prevention policies (both written and technical) and practices? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				D.23.

										0.00







E - Iden and Acc Mgmt

		Security Audit and Evaluation of E-discovery Vendor/Partner



		E. Identity & Access Management



		Rank scale: 1-5 - 1= None; 2 = Poor; 3 = Average; 4 = Good; 5 = Excellent

		Weight:  Default = 1.00

		Q.				Rank		Weight		Weighted Rank		Q.		Notes

				Averages:				1.00		

		E.01.		Are there protections in place for remote access connectivity, including authentication mechanisms, encryption algorithms and key lengths, and account management process? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				E.01.

		E.02.		Are all employees with access to network systems and data required to undergo background checks prior to employment?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				E.02.

		E.03.		Does your organization ensure all staff, employees, and contractors are screened prior to hiring? If so, please provide screening policies or procedures.  				1.00				E.03.

		E.04.		Are access controls in place that cover permissions, changes, and terminations? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				E.04.

		E.05.		Do you use two-factor (Multi-Factor) authentication?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				E.05.

		E.06.		Are individual employees with access to data/networks required to sign confidentiality and non-disclosure agreements? If so, please provide information about how the provisions of these agreements are monitored and enforced.				1.00				E.06.

		E.07.		Are all employees with access to network systems or data direct employees of your company? If partners or subcontractors are involved, please provide their names.				1.00				E.07.

		E.08.		Do your systems/solution log user and administrator access to the data? If so, please provide details and granularity. 				1.00				E.08.

		E.09.		Can these access logs be regularly exported? 				1.00				E.09.

		E.10.		Are options present for cryptographic negotiation (minimums and preferences)?  If so, please provide descriptions.				1.00				E.10.

										0.00







F - Sec Ops

		Security Audit and Evaluation of E-discovery Vendor/Partner



		F. Security Operations



		Rank scale: 1-5 - 1= None; 2 = Poor; 3 = Average; 4 = Good; 5 = Excellent

		Weight:  Default = 1.00

		Q.				Rank		Weight		Weighted Rank		Q.		Notes

				Averages:				1.00		

		F.01.		Are new hires required to sign any agreements relating to information security/information protection upon hire? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				F.01.

		F.02.		Is there a security-training awareness program? If so, are all employees with network access required to participate at least annually?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				F.02.

		F.03.		Do you have a change control/review process for software and patch updates? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				F.03.

		F.04.		Does your company outsource any of its systems, services, or infrastructure outside of the US? If so, please provide the locations and percentage of the work performed outside of the US, as well as a description of how the outsourced systems, services, employees, or infrastructure are vetted.				1.00				F.04.

		F.05.		Does your organization include security/information protection language within contracts of service providers who receive or process confidential/personal information?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				F.05.

		F.06.		Is application development performed in-house?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				F.06.

		F.07.		Does a third party host or manage your software?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				F.07.

		F.08.		Does the application support Active Directory/LDAP integrations?				1.00				F.08.

		F.09.		Does the application support SSO with SAML v.2.0?				1.00				F.09.

		F.10.		If third party hosts your application can they provide audit report of security and network penetration tests and methodology used for secure development?				1.00				F.10.

		F.11.		Do you perform an annual risk assessment?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				F.11.

		F.12.		Do you perform quarterly network penetration and vulnerability testing? If so, provide a summary of your last two quarterly tests.				1.00				F.12.

		F.13.		Do you have policies and practices regarding remediation of vulnerabilities identified in your vulnerability and penetration testing?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				F.13.

		F.14		Do you commission third party SOC 2 audits? If so, please describe how often and provide your most recent SOC 2 audit report.				1.00				F.14

		F.15.		Are you required to comply with federal laws or regulations (e.g., HIPAA, PCI, PII, PHI ) in the course of delivering services to your clients? If so, please list.				1.00				F.15.

										0.00







G - Soft Dev Sec

		Security Audit and Evaluation of E-discovery Vendor/Partner



		G. Software Development Security



		Rank scale: Yes / No

		Select from pulldown menu

		Q.				Response		Q.		Notes

		G.01.		Do you perform code reviews of internally developed software?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				G.01.

		G.02.		(Applicable if yes to the above question) Describe your software Development Lifecycle processes (SDLC) and how security controls are incorporated in the  SDLC.				G.02.







Results Summary

		Cook County Health Security Assessment



		Security Audit and Evaluation of E-discovery Vendor/Partner

		Rank scale: Yes / No				Response		Weight		Weighted Rank		Notes

		A.01.		Does your company maintain any security or other specialized certifications (ISO27001, SOC or similar)? If so, please provide details on types and certification dates and please provide a copy of your most recent report, audit, or certification. 		Yes		N/A		N/A		

		A.02.		Do you map your processes and procedures to standards (e.g. NIST, CIS, HITRUST, ISO, CJIS etc.)? If so, please list which ones.		No		N/A		N/A		



		B. Security & Risk Management

		Rank scale: 1-5 - 1= None; 2 = Poor; 3 = Average; 4 = Good; 5 = Excellent				Rank		Weight		Weighted Rank		Notes

				Averages:								N/A

		B.01.		Does your organization have documented Information Security Policies?  If yes, describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		B.02.		Is our (and our clients’) data segregated from other clients’ data on your networks and computers during its life cycle on your servers (including but not limited to: processing, review hosting, production, storage, and archiving)?  If so, describe how and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		B.03.		Do you have a management process in the event of incidents or breaches? Describe roles, responsibilites, and testing for incident response. Please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		B.04.		Do you have a management process in the event of incidents or breaches? Describe roles, responsibilites, and testing for incident response. Please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		B.05.		Do you remain up to date with system and security patches? If so, please describe, including frequency, analysis, testing, and approvals.  Please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		B.06.		For any data stored on your system that contains HIPAA information, Protected Health Information (PHI),  Personally Identifiable Information (PII), or Payment Card Industry (PCI) information, will it be maintained in a properly protected environment? (encryption, monitoring, role-based restricted access, etc.) as required by regulations? Describe all standards and systems currently in place to provide protected environments and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		B.07.		Do you have a client notification plan in the event of incidents or breaches? If so, describe when the plan is put into action anf provide the supporting documentation. 				1.00				

		B.08.		Does your organization maintain compliance with relevant security and privacy regulations?  (e.g. NIST, CIS, HITRUST, ISO, CFR, etc.).  If yes, describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		B.09.		Is there a formally documented privacy policy? If yes, describe and provide the supporting documentation. If no, explain reason.				1.00				

		B.10.		Does your organization have a policy that addresses Information Classification and asset handling? Please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		B.11.		If you are a cloud provider, are you registered on the Cloud Security Alliances’ STAR listing? If yes, describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		B.12.		Does your organization have a formal process to assess the risk of service providers? If yes, describe and provide the supporting documentation.  Describe the process and what area within your organization is responsible.				1.00				

		B.13.		Will you allow (upon notification) an inspection in order to ascertain compliance with applicable law, information security requirements, and non-disclosure agreements?				1.00				

		B.14.		Have you created remediation plans to address deficiencies in your audits?  If so, please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		B.15.		Do you have the ability to track and manage the investigations of incidents? If so, describe how you demonstrate you've investigated an incident and provide the supporting documentation. 				1.00				

		B.16.		Do your staff members have the ability to anonymously report an incident?				1.00				

		B.17.		If Web Portal Access is required to enter PHI or PII data into your system, is the web application a secure portal protected by SSL or other security measures?  Is this data encrypted in transit to the portal?  What security protocols are being used and what regulatory requirements are being followed?  Please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		C. Asset Security

		Rank scale: 1-5 - 1= None; 2 = Poor; 3 = Average; 4 = Good; 5 = Excellent				Rank		Weight		Weighted Rank		Notes

				Averages:				1.00				N/A

		C.01.		Do you have physical security in place to protect information assets in offices and other facilaties where information assets are stored or processed? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		C.02.		Is physical security present at all your data centers? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		C.03.		Do you have policies or programs in place to support the ongoing management of environmental controls (i.e. HVAC, fire detection and suppression, UPS testing, fuel/generator, etc.) for your offices/facilities and Datacenters? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		C.04.		Do you protect data at rest using encryption? If so, please describe, including information on each of the following: laptops, desktops, databases/applications, back-ups, removable media, portable devices (i.e. phones/handheld/tablets)?				1.00				

		C.05.		Does your company physically maintain its own data centers? Whether yes or no, please provide details about who maintains them and where they are geographically located.  Please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				



		D. Communications & Network Security

		Rank scale: 1-5 - 1= None; 2 = Poor; 3 = Average; 4 = Good; 5 = Excellent				Rank		Weight		Weighted Rank		Notes

				Averages:				1.00				N/A

		D.01.		Does your organization have encryption tools to protect confidential/personal information that is in transit over public networks?  If so, describe how these tools are used and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		D.02.		Is there a physical or logical network and server segregation that exists between client environments? If so, describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		D.03.		Do you have network security mechanisms in place (e.g., next-generation firewalls, IDS/IPS, etc.)? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		D.04.		Do you have monitoring (including log monitoring) regularly conducted on your network(s)? If so, describe systems and procedures that are used to identify data breaches or security risks. Please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		D.05.		Do you have an access control policy? If so, describe how it relates to access approvals, role-based access, principle of least privilege, segregation of duties, access reviews, and role changes or terminations.  Please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		D.06.		Do you have password policies and management procedures? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		D.07.		Do you have policies and procedures for anti-malware in your corporate and client environments? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		D.08.		Do you have wireless policies and practices as they pertain to access to corporate and client networks? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		D.09.		If electronic PHI/SPI will be transmitted or exchanged, does your company comply with standards such as those published in the NIST Special Publication 800-131A as it relates to encryption of data?  If so, please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		D.10.		Do you perform third-party network penetration and vulnerability testing? If so, please provide the suporting documentatio of results from your last third-party test. 				1.00				

		D.11.		Do partners or subcontractors access network systems? If so, please describe how. 				1.00				

		D.12.		Does your organization support TLS for email and data encryption?				1.00				

		D.13.		Is auditing enabled for all appropriate events (e.g., is a record of individuals who log into the system maintained)? If so, describe how long audit logs are archived.  Please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		D.14		For data transfer and storage (both within your company and externally), do you use cryptographic algorithms for protecting authentication credentials, remote access, data transmission, and data at rest?  If so, please provide the type of algorithms and the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		D.15.		Does your firewall have defense capabilities such as anti-malware and deep packet inspection activated?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation. 				1.00				

		D.16		Does your firewall have Unified Threat Management (cloud-based aggregation of threats and countermeasures)?   If so, please provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		D.17		Do you maintain technical security around your network and server architecture? If so, please provide a high-level network and server diagram for a standard client environment.				1.00				

		D.18.		Do you control data access by both end-users and privileged users? If so, describe. 				1.00				

		D.19.		Is there a physical or logical network and server segregation that exists between client environments and your corporate environment? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		D.20.		Do you use secure configuration standards for network and server infrastructure?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		D.21.		Do you have patch-management policies and practices? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		D.22.		Do you have change-management policies and practices? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		D.23.		Do you have Data Loss Prevention policies (both written and technical) and practices? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				



		E. Identity & Access Management

		Rank scale: 1-5 - 1= None; 2 = Poor; 3 = Average; 4 = Good; 5 = Excellent				Rank		Weight		Weighted Rank		Notes

				Averages:				1.00				N/A

		E.01.		Are there protections in place for remote access connectivity, including authentication mechanisms, encryption algorithms and key lengths, and account management process? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		E.02.		Are all employees with access to network systems and data required to undergo background checks prior to employment?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		E.03.		Does your organization ensure all staff, employees, and contractors are screened prior to hiring? If so, please provide screening policies or procedures.  				1.00				

		E.04.		Are access controls in place that cover permissions, changes, and terminations? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		E.05.		Do you use two-factor (Multi-Factor) authentication?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		E.06.		Are individual employees with access to data/networks required to sign confidentiality and non-disclosure agreements? If so, please provide information about how the provisions of these agreements are monitored and enforced.				1.00				

		E.07.		Are all employees with access to network systems or data direct employees of your company? If partners or subcontractors are involved, please provide their names.				1.00				

		E.08.		Do your systems/solution log user and administrator access to the data? If so, please provide details and granularity. 				1.00				

		E.09.		Can these access logs be regularly exported? 				1.00				

		E.10.		Are options present for cryptographic negotiation (minimums and preferences)?  If so, please provide descriptions.				1.00				



		F. Security Operations

		Rank scale: 1-5 - 1= None; 2 = Poor; 3 = Average; 4 = Good; 5 = Excellent				Rank		Weight		Weighted Rank		Notes

				Averages:				1.00				N/A

		F.01.		Are new hires required to sign any agreements relating to information security/information protection upon hire? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		F.02.		Is there a security-training awareness program? If so, are all employees with network access required to participate at least annually?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		F.03.		Do you have a change control/review process for software and patch updates? If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		F.04.		Does your company outsource any of its systems, services, or infrastructure outside of the US? If so, please provide the locations and percentage of the work performed outside of the US, as well as a description of how the outsourced systems, services, employees, or infrastructure are vetted.				1.00				

		F.05.		Does your organization include security/information protection language within contracts of service providers who receive or process confidential/personal information?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		F.06.		Is application development performed in-house?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		F.07.		Does a third party host or manage your software?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		F.08.		Does the application support Active Directory/LDAP integrations?				1.00				

		F.09.		Does the application support SSO with SAML v.2.0?				1.00				

		F.10.		If third party hosts your application can they provide audit report of security and network penetration tests and methodology used for secure development?				1.00				

		F.11.		Do you perform an annual risk assessment?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		F.12.		Do you perform quarterly network penetration and vulnerability testing? If so, provide a summary of your last two quarterly tests.				1.00				

		F.13.		Do you have policies and practices regarding remediation of vulnerabilities identified in your vulnerability and penetration testing?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.				1.00				

		F.14		Do you commission third party SOC 2 audits? If so, please describe how often and provide your most recent SOC 2 audit report.				1.00				

		F.15.		Are you required to comply with federal laws or regulations (e.g., HIPAA, PCI, PII, PHI ) in the course of delivering services to your clients? If so, please list.				1.00				

		G. Software Development Security

		Rank scale: Yes / No				Response		Weight		Weighted Rank		Notes

		G.01.		Do you perform code reviews of internally developed software?  If so, please describe and provide the supporting documentation.		Yes		N/A		N/A		

		G.02.		(Applicable if yes to the above question) Describe your software Development Lifecycle processes (SDLC) and how security controls are incorporated in the  SDLC.		N/A		N/A		N/A		



		H. Aggregate Score								ERROR:#VALUE!











Lookups

		Rank 1		Rank 2		Weight

		Yes

		No





																10				0.00

				5		0.00										9				0.25

				4		0.25										8				0.50

				3		0.50										7				0.75

				2		0.75										6				1.00

				1		1.00										5				1.25

																4				1.50

																3				1.75

																2				2.00

																1







		Each question with a numerical ranking also has a weighting option. If you want all answers in a section to have the same weight, do not change the information in the "Weight" cell. If you determine that a certain criterion is especially important, you can assign a "higher" weight, up to "2"; otherwise, the default weight of "1" is assigned. If you want the answer to a specific question to be given less weight, choose an option of 0.75 or lower. Assuming a default weight of "1" is consistently used throughout, an aggregate score of 288 or lower represents an acceptable test score (4 [acceptable] x 72 [number of weighted criteria]).
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